INFOSYS STRATOS: A HOLISTIC BUSINESS CAPABILITY PLATFORM FOR HIGH-TECH ON ORACLE CLOUD

Fast-track your journey to a cloud-connected enterprise with Infosys and Oracle

Optimize manufacturing execution.

- Increase uptime, improve costing accuracy, and reduce inventory with a full, self-reliant, out-of-the-box manufacturing execution system.
- Reduce operations time by as much as 60% and improve transparency and tracking through automation.

Drive greater profitability with automated procurement.

- Garner higher cost savings and predictability through a single source of truth for cost data.
- Enable "what-if" simulations with predictive analytics and a faster analysis cycle time, helping you make better procurement decisions based on granular reporting.

Build a self-curating supply chain.

- Boost revenue by leveraging data and AI for real-time recommendations that help you improve on-time delivery and visibility across the supply chain.
- Reduce costs by anticipating potential disruptions, optimizing sourcing, and eliminating excess inventory.

An American computer hard disk drive manufacturer and data storage company used Infosys Stratos on Oracle Cloud to execute an ERP modernization and data unification initiative, resulting in a:

43% reduction in suppliers

Let us help your high-tech business become a resilient, cloud-connected enterprise

Infosys and Oracle are committed to helping your company transform into a resilient, cloud-connected enterprise with the agility to adapt to ever-changing circumstances.

Contact Infosys to accelerate your cloud transformation.
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